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The thesis presents the work with a hotel company, as an example of how machine

learning techniques can be applied to improve demand predictions and help a hotel

property to make better decisions on its pricing and capacity allocation strategies.

To solve the decision optimization problem, we first build a random forest model

to predict demand under given prices, and then plug the predictions into a mixed

integer program to optimize the prices and capacity allocation decisions. We present

in the numerical results that our demand forecast model can provide accurate demand

predictions, and with optimized decisions, the hotel is able to obtain a significant

increase in revenue compared to its historical policies.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The thesis presents the work with a hotel company, as an example of how machine

learning techniques can be applied to improve demand predictions and help a hotel

property to make better decisions on its pricing and capacity allocation strategies.

With the objective of maximizing revenue, one of the challenging problems faced by

hotels is to decide what prices to charge and how many rooms to allocate to each

booking period. The mechanism behind this is simple: since customers who arrive

at different time windows tend to have different price sensitivities, revenue could

be maximized by using differentiating pricing policies. It is generally considered

that customers who make their bookings late would have a higher willingness-to-pay.

Therefore, hotels can increase revenue by charging higher prices as the booking period

gets closer to the stay date and saving rooms from the total capacity for late-booking

customers.

The key to make good pricing and capacity control decisions is to predict cus-

tomer's demand precisely, especially demand of the late booking periods. If the

number of late bookings is under-predicted, the hotel would allocate more rooms to

early periods or even decrease prices in late periods to attract more customers; if the

number of late bookings is over-predicted, the strategy would be to save rooms for

late periods and increase prices to exclude customers with low willingness-to-pay. In

either case, imprecise demand predictions would lead to poor decisions and prevent

the hotel from earning more profits.
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Figure 1-1: Histogram of the occupancy distribution of one hotel property

To obtain accurate demand forecast is also the main focus of our work, as we find

that the hotel company's current forecast model has lead to inappropriate decisions

as shown in Fig. 1-1 and Fig. 1-2. The observation is made in two steps. First

we present in Fig. 1-1 a histogram of the occupancy distribution of a specific hotel

property, where occupancy is the percentage of rooms out of the total capacity that

have been booked until the final day1 . The figure shows that in 80% of the days, the

occupancy is greater than 90%, which indicates demand for the hotel is always on

a high level. Next in 1-2, we present the analysis for the hotel's historical demand

and booking prices from its major customer segments. In the plot, x-axis represents

the time windows, which is defined as the number of days prior to the stay day of a

customer. (For example, [3,5) means the customer books his room 3 or 4 days before

his planning stay date.) The left y-axis represents the average quantities of bookings

in each booking window and the right y-axis represents the average prices. We can see

that as the booking window gets closer to the stay dates, the average price decreases,

so does the number of bookings, and this implies low prices were employed by the hotel

to fill in the capacity in the late periods. If we combine this observation with the high

demand level we observe in Fig. 1-1, we can conclude that the historical policies have

failed to protect the capacity for late-booking customers and the high willingness-to-

pays, thus denting the revenue that could otherwise be earned by a better policy. On

'In some cases where a customer leaves earlier, a hotel room could serve for two different bookings
on the same day, and thus occupancy could be greater than 1.
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Figure 1-2: The average quantity of bookings and prices in each booking window for
two major customer segments

the other hand, decreasing prices in the long term might inspire customers to book

late and stimulate the cancellations of early bookings, introducing more problems

into policy designs. These observations suggest the room for improvement in terms of

revenue maximization and motivates the development of a precise demand prediction

model as well as associated decision support tools to improve the hotel's pricing and

capacity allocation decisions.

Our approach to solve the problem includes two stages: 1) we begin with building

a demand prediction model to forecast the number of bookings in each time period;

2) we plug the prediction results into an optimization model to find the optimal

15



pricing and capacity control decisions that maximize revenue. The main challenge in

predicting demand is how to model its relationship with price. For customers booking

in different time periods have different price sensitivities, a uniform demand-price

function for all booking periods is likely to fit badly to the data. There also exist

such variances of price sensitivities in different market segments, room classes and

stay dates. To address the challenge, we build our forecast model based on random

forest, which is a generalized and nonparametric tree model, established as one of

the essential machine learning techniques. Random forest can handle categorical

variables together with numerical variables and differentiate variant categories by

itself. Moreover, it can return the importance of each categorical variable; and lastly,

a random forest reduces the prediction variance of a single tree by aggregating the

prediction results of all its subtrees. These advantages make random forest a good

model in terms of simplicity, interpretability and predictability.

We then formulate an optimization model to optimize price and capacity alloca-

tion decisions, taking demand predictions under variant prices generated in the first

stage as inputs. In this stage, the biggest challenge is how to solve the problem ef-

ficiently. Since revenue is the product of price and demand, and the latter depends

on our capacity allocation decisions, nonlinear terms hence appear in the objective

function. To simply the model, we first develop an equivalent mixed integer formu-

lation using the binary linearity property of price indicators, and then prove that it

can be equivalently solved as a linear optimization problem. This observation enables

us to solve a complicated optimization problem with efficient algorithms designed for

linear optimization models. Furthermore, we enhance the model to incorporate room

hierarchy constraints and fixed price constraints. Results from numerical experiments

estimate that we can obtain a revenue increase around 14.5% for a specific hotel prop-

erty. Our solutions also provide the hotel company with meaningful decision-making

suggestions.

The thesis is structured as follows: in the remainder of this section, we provide a

literature review on related researches and state the main contributions of our work.

In Chapter 2, we introduce in detail the basic settings of the problem and the data
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we are provided. The next two chapters focus on our methodologies: in Chapter

3, we explain how to build a random forest model to predict demand, and provide

some numerical results to show its prediction accuracy; in Chapter 4 we present our

formulation for the decision optimization problem, and show the numerical results

produced by our optimal solutions. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis with a

summary of our main results and potential future research scopes.

1.1 Literature Review

We are solving a problem that optimizes the pricing and capacity allocation decisions

of a hotel property, a classical problem in the revenue management (RM) field. To

the best of our knowledge, the very beginning of revenue management is built on the

work by Littlewood in 1970s [19] where he studies a seat allocation problem motivated

by the airline industry and proposes a marginal seat revenue principle for a two-price

single-leg flight model, which is later known as the Littlewood's Rule. Many yield

control methods have then been developed subsequently focusing on expanding the

theory to multiple time periods, multiple fare classes and networks with multiple

flights. The problem has been well-studied with dynamic programming methods as

well as heuristic algorithms. A review of the related topics and their main results can

be found in [21] and [25].

One common assumption in the traditional resource allocation literature is that

the underlying distributions of demand are known as a priori, which might not be

the case for practical problems. This motivates another stream of research in revenue

management that focuses on pricing, demand learning, and also joint pricing and

inventory control problems; see [11] for a recent survey. Specifically, some works

prefer parametric demand models for their good statistical tractabilities: for example,

[16] studies a Bayesian pricing policy with binary prior distribution; [9] studies a

general choice model with maximum likelihood estimations; [17] studies a linear model

for multiple products. While some other works focus on non-parametric methods:

for example, [18] proposes a bisection search algorithm for problems with inventory

17



constraints; [27] designs an algorithm with iteratively shrinking learning intervals;

[10] uses linear approximations to solve a joint pricing inventory control problem

with lost sales and censored demand. To sum up, the mutual challenge for the work

with the learning flavors is to balance the trade-off between learning (explorations)

and earning (exploitations), and they all emphasize on the development of practical

policies that have provably good performance although are not necessarily optimal.

In fact, most of the demand learning algorithms in revenue management are de-

signed for problems where there are typically long sales horizons, high demand vol-

umes and identically distributed demand variables, such as the pricing problems in

online selling and financial services. While for traditional industries, like airlines and

hotels, the effective booking horizon is short, and the demand volume is relatively

small, and additionally, demand patterns in different booking periods and differ-

ent days are not identical. In these environments, applying online demand learning

algorithms would be very expensive. Therefore, in our problem, we abandon the on-

line learning structure and instead develop a prediction-optimization framework that

works in an offline manner. We borrow the idea from the work done in [14] which

develops a pricing device for an online retailer. The work employs a machine learning

tool, regression tree, to forecast demand and then formulates an integer programming

model to optimize prices. This framework makes it possible to separate prediction

and optimization. Moreover, it can be easily implemented in practice.

Another stream of revenue management research that becomes popular nowadays

is to use approximate dynamic programming approaches to solve a Markov decision

model. The Markov decision framework is a powerful modeling tool that can provide

closed-loop optimal control strategies, but it tends to suffer from the curse of dimen-

sionality as the scale of the problem grows. Approximate dynamic programming is

proposed to address the dimensionality issue by approximating state-cost values with

parametric functions. The books [3] [4] 122] are referred for details on the related the-

ories and variant algorithms to solve an approximate model. In terms of applications

in the revenue management field, [131 [29] [301 have provided some good examples

on applying approximate methods to solve network revenue management problems.

18



We will also introduce later in the thesis how to formulate our optimization problem

into a Markov decision model and briefly discuss some approximate methods we can

possibly implement without displaying the mathematical details.

The main contributions of our work in this thesis are as follows. Firstly, we build

a demand forecast model with random forest, which provides a practical example for

applying machine learning techniques to estimate demand in general revenue man-

agement problems. Secondly, we provide an integer programming formulation to find

the optimal pricing and capacity control decisions for a hotel property and prove its

equivalence to its linear relaxation model. Additionally, we take into account room

hierarchy constraints and fixed price constraints in the optimization of decisions. All

these results can be considered as contributing to the pricing and resource allocation

literature. Lastly, our numerical results are based on real-world data, so they can

provide hotel companies with meaningful and critical insights on how to build good

demand forecast models as well as make better pricing decisions in practice.
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Chapter 2

Problem Formulation

In this chapter, we will present the basic settings of our problem formulation. We

begin with a description of the data, and then move on to the assumptions we have

made in defining the demand and decision variables. Some discussions on the related

approaches as well as the limits we might have in tackling the problem will also be

covered.

2.1 Data

In the problem, we are provided with a specific hotel property owned by the com-

pany, which has multiple room classes and market segments. Market segments are

classifications of customers, and each segment stands for a specific customer feature

or a pricing constraint. In the data there are in total 17 market segments and they

are all priced differently. In terms of pricing constraints, there exist price-affected

market segments where customers are subject to price changes, and contract-related

market segments where customers have contract deals with the hotel company and

their booking prices are fixed beforehand. As for room classes, there are five room

classes for the given property, and they are mostly defined by the features of a room.

We are also provided with a room class hierarchy which allows customers to be up-

graded from a lower room class to a higher room class when the lower class is out of

capacity.

21



Booking window

Arrival date 1
Arrival date 2

Arrival date 3 W

I I

Stay date 1 Stay date 2

Figure 2-1: Illustration of arrival dates, stay dates and booking windows

The data covers the booking history of a year, and for each stay date of the year,

it includes the price and the number of bookings for each booking window, market

segment and room class. Here, the number of bookings are counted by stay dates

rather than arrival dates. In fact, a stay date is the date that a customer plans to stay

at the hotel, while an arrival date refers to the date that a customer makes his or her

booking, i.e. the date when the booking arrives. The days between an arrival date

and a stay date is called a booking window. Fig. 2-1 shows an example illustrating the

definitions of these terms. For a summary of the data, see Fig. 2-2. In the following,

we will explain the definitions of demand and decision variables in our problem.

2.2 Demand Variables

The demand variables in our problem stand for the quantity of bookings, and in our

model, the number of bookings is counted by the stay dates. Such a treatment has

the following two advantages: first, we can easily distinguish early bookings and late

bookings, since stay-date demand directly defines the booking windows; second, we

do not need to worry about the seasonality factors, because the booking windows for

different stay dates are independent. While the shortcoming of stay-date demand is

also evident. It tends to ignore the interrelations of demand on consecutive arrival

dates: in the case where a customer books five nights in a row, the booking for

each stay date is counted individually. Nevertheless, in practice, prices are decided

individually for different stay dates, so in terms of the alignment with decisions,

22



Room Class Booking Records
- Room hierarchy * Stay date
- Room capacity Booking window

Market segment

Market Segment * Room class

- Contract-related - Room rate (price)

- Price-affected - Quantity of booking (demand)

Figure 2-2: Data summary

modeling demand by the stay dates is a more convenient way.

One concern in dealing with demand is the dependency among the number of

bookings in different booking windows, market segments and room classes. Consider

the case where a customer saw the price but did not book in the first place, he or she

might choose to wait and make his or her booking in later periods. It is also possible

that the customer would switch from a market segment with refundable policies to

another market segment that does not offer any refunds, or even upgrade the room

class from a standard room to a luxury suite. In these situations, demands in different

units are interrelated, and the number of bookings in a unit is likely to depend on

the prices of other units.

To capture the demand interdependence is a challenging problem. It would in-

troduce extra explainable variables and make the prediction model complicated. In

the current problem setting, we simply assume that demand in different units are

independent, i.e. the number of bookings in one unit is not affected by the prices

of other booking units. In fact, most of the market segments in our problem is de-

signed by the hotel company in an independent manner: one market segment could be

only for customers who own membership accounts, and another might be exclusively

for employees from companies that have partnership agreements. Similarly, different

room classes also have distinct features. These designs of market segments and room

classes justify our assumption to some extent.

'For convenience of discussion, in this and the following chapters, we adopt the term booking
unit, or simply unit, to represent a unique combination of booking window, market segment and
room class.
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Unconstrained Demand

Total arrivals
of potential bookings

- - - - - I -----j -----------
Price-constrained Demand - Inventory-constrained Demand

The number of bookings The number of bookings
after adjusted by prices finally accepted by the system

Figure 2-3: Description of the demand variables defined in different periods

The last thing worth discussion is the estimation of lost sales. As shown in Fig. 2-

3. the final number of bookings we have in the booking system is adjusted through

two steps: in the first step, the unconstrained demand, as an estimation of customers'

total arrivals, is adjusted by prices and then produces the price-constrained demand;

in the second step, some of the demand might be rejected due to capacity allocation

decisions and the accepted part becomes the inventory-constrained demand. In this

process, the true number of bookings under given prices might be truncated by the

capacity controls. So it is necessary to restore the rejected part of demand before we

build a prediction model. This reverse engineering procedure is also known as the

estimation of lost sales, an issue faced by almost all retailers. There has been a lot of

work done under this topic: an overview of the common methods is provided in [25j

and some extensions of the ideas can be found in 1141 [20] [26J. While in our problem,

we have no access to the historical capacity control decisions. It is thus infeasible

to get an accurate estimation or to apply any statistical methods. Instead, we use a

straightforward method to remove the data that might be truncated. The details on

our method will be discussed later in Chapter 3.

2.3 Decision Variables

The objective of our problem is to maximize revenue with special constraints on room

hierarchy and contract-related market segments, and there exist two types of decision
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variables: prices and capacity allocations. Capacity here stands for the number of

rooms from different room classes. Recall that our approach for the problem is two-

fold: we first need to develop an accurate demand prediction model to forecast the

number of bookings in each unit; then with the prediction results, we optimize the

pricing and capacity allocation decisions. Therefore, our decision variables should be

defined on the same unit level as the demand variables. Moreover, we assume that

decisions for each stay date are optimized individually, and we are not considering

the dependence in the bookings for consecutive nights.

An interesting question to discuss is whether or not we need capacity allocation

decisions in our optimization models. It seems that capacity controls can be translated

into equivalent pricing decisions: when demand is lower than the allocated capacity,

allocation decisions are not in effect; and when demand is higher than the assigned

capacity, we can reject extra bookings by charging a super high (close to infinity)

price. In fact, removing capacity allocation decisions could significantly simply our

formulations and optimization algorithms, however, the following counterexample

shows that we might fail to find the true optimal decisions without capacity controls.

Consider the case where there are 20 available rooms and we are 2 days before

the stay date. In the first booking period (day 2), assume demand is 20 at price $100

and 7 at price $130; while in the second booking period (day 1), demand is 10 at

price $130. For both booking periods, it is assumed that we can set price as infinity

to obtain zero bookings. The optimal policy here is to allocate 10 rooms to day 2 at

price $130, 10 rooms to day 1 at price $100, which offers a total revenue of $2, 300.

However, without capacity controls, the best policy is to set the prices for both days

as $130 and the optimal revenue we can get is only $2, 210. See Fig. 2-4 for the

detailed explanations on the setting and the calculations2 .

The reason why removing capacity controls fails is that in the a discrete time

settings, we can only make one decision at a time. Though rejecting demand could

be translated into pricing decisions, we are not able to change decisions anytime.

In practice, using prices without capacity controls could achieve optimality only in

2The optimal solutions can be calculated by the dynamic programming algorithm.
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Remaining Day 2 Day 1
Rooms

A Price Demand Price Demand

20 $130 7 $130 10

$100 20

(a) Setup on the number of remaining rooms, periods and demand-price relationships

Price

(Pz, PI)

($100,$130)

($100,$130)

($130,$130)

Capacity
allocation

(10,10)

NA

Accepted Revenue
demand

(10,10) 2,300

(20,0) 2,000

(7,10) 2,210

(b) Comparison of the optimal solution with or without capacity control decisions

Figure 2-4: An illustrative example on using pricing decisions only

situations where decisions are made in granular enough time windows. While in our

problem, demand and decision variables are defined by booking days, which makes

capacity allocation decisions necessary. More discussions on our demand models and

optimization formulations are shown in the following two chapters.
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Chapter 3

Demand Prediction

This chapter presents in detail the process of building our demand prediction model.

Firstly, we will introduce the details in modeling the demand variables and prepro-

cessing the data. Secondly, we will explain the process of training a random forest

model for demand prediction, including the selection of input variables and methods

we can employ to reduce the variance in predictions. In the last, we will provide some

numerical results, compare the prediction accuracy of different models and present

some insights we can draw from the analysis. We will close the chapter with some

discussions on the advantages and disadvantages of a random forest model.

3.1 Preprocessing

In the previous chapter, we have defined demand as the quantity of bookings in a

given unit that is determined by a unique combination of booking window, market

segment and room class. We have also assumed that demands are counted by stay

dates and they are independent across different stay dates and booking units. In the

following, we will discuss more details on our demand model, deciding what level to

aggregate demand and how to deal with the issue of lost sales.

In Operations Management problems, demand can either be modeled as the quan-

tity in a discrete time window or modeled as a continuous variable with an arrival

rate. In the continuous setting, it is generally assumed that customers arrive in a
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Poisson process with the rate being a function of price, denoted as A(p); and the ar-

rival rate might be further assumed to change with time in some cases. In the context

of our problem, as arrivals get close to the stay date, the number of bookings tends

to grow fast, and a time-variant arrival rate is preferred rather than a constant one

because the latter fails to capture the fluctuations in such booking patterns. To avoid

the complexity of estimating time-variant arrival rates and implementing integration

for demand analysis, we adopt a discrete setting instead and model demand as the

quantity of bookings during some length of periods.

The challenge for a discrete time setting is how to appropriately pick the length for

a time period. In other words, we need to decide what level of detail we should use to

aggregate demand. First, due to the specialty in the booking patterns, a fixed length

is likely to result in an imbalance among time windows in terms of booking quantities.

On this account, we should use time windows with variant lengths so that the number

of bookings in each window is about the same level. Moreover, too detailed levels

should be avoided since they drag down the average demand, which would bring

sizable variances into the booking patterns. Another thing to take into account is

that the lengths of time windows should be appropriate for decision-makings as well.

As the stay date gets close, we would prefer to adjust our decisions more frequently

due to the importance of late bookings. Hence, the length should be shorter for time

windows close to stay dates. Building on the discussions, we aggregate the booking

horizon in our problem into 12 booking windows. The details are shown in Tab. 3.1

and a reference for the average number of bookings in each booking window is also

provided.

The aggregation of demand raises another challenge on completing the missing

information. In each booking windows, the aggregated booking quantity is given by

the sum of bookings and the aggregated room rate is given by the average room rate.

However, the data only provides us with the records related to existed bookings.

For units that there exist no bookings, the corresponding room rates are lost, and

we have to find ways to repair the data. One way to restore the price information

is to use extrapolation, yet extrapolation is a limited method. It needs many data
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Table 3.1: Details on the aggregation of booking windows and the average of
number of bookings in each booking window

Booking window Days prior to stay day Average number of bookings
1 0 (arrive on stay day) 16
2 1 18
3 2 17
4 3-4 32
5 5-6 35
6 7- 10 51
7 11- 15 49
8 16-23 62
9 24-30 43
10 31-50 68
11 51-70 30
12 71 and more 55

points to estimate the missing values, and in our problem, this could only work

for the major market segments where there is few booking windows missing pricing

records. For other market segments where the total number of bookings is small,

most of their booking windows are empty and only a few data points can be utilized

for extrapolations. Hence, the extrapolation method is likely to fail in our case. To

address this challenge, we adopt a simple method that replaces the missing column

with zeros. In terms of prediction, filling in zeros brings output information into

input variables, and it would undermine the convincingness of our prediction model.

Nevertheless, the method is acceptable for our problem. In fact, most missing records

are from the market segments with few bookings in general, so in terms of singling out

these market segments, filling zeros is a reasonable method and will not impact our

prediction results for other major market segments. In our numerical experiment, we

also employ another method that removes all the rows with missing columns during

aggregation. Some numerical results that compare these two methods are provided

in the following sections.

The last challenge we need to address in preprocessing is the issue of lost sales. As

explained in the previous chapter, the number of bookings we observe in the system

is indeed adjusted through two steps. A portion of the demand might be rejected
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due to historical capacity control decisions, creating discrepancies between the true

demand and the historical booking records. Before using these bookings records, it

is necessary to implement some reverse engineering methods to restore the lost sales.

However, historical inventory controls are not provided in our data, and given that

lost sales could happen even before the number of bookings hit the total capacity

bound, restoring lost sales seems to be infeasible. We instead adopt a heuristics that

removes from the data all the dates with occupancy greater than 98%, which is called

a safe occupancy level. We will provide in the following sections the prediction results

for the models that are trained on the truncated data for comparisons.

3.2 Prediction Model

Based on previous discussions, the demand to predict has been defined as the number

of bookings in a given unit. The next step is to select features, or input variables,

for our demand prediction model. After aggregation, each row of the data specifies

a stay date, a booking unit (room class, market segment, booking window), a room

rate (price) and the quantity of bookings. In addition, we include into the columns

some extract features that corresponds to the stay dates: month (January, February,

... ) and day (Monday, Tuesday, ... ). These two factors are aimed to help estimate

the unconstrained demand i.e. the number of bookings before adjusted by pricing

constraints. Specifically, a list of features we select for our prediction model as well

as the output variable are shown in Fig. 3-1.

It can be seen that our selection of features have covered all the basic information

provided by the data, but it could be further improved from the following aspects.

First of all, the only price factor in the model is the average room rate for a booking

window. In reality, room rates from competing hotels can have significant impacts on

the quantity of bookings, yet they are not included in the model due to the limit of

the dataset. Secondly, as mentioned in the basic settings, the number of bookings in

each unit is likely to be dependent on each other, so we could improve the model by

incorporating room rates from units with similar features, which could be detected
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Figure 3-1: The input and output variables for our demand prediction model

through some clustering techniques. Lastly, the basic features might not be able

to capture all the factors affecting the quantity of booking, and we are expected to

incorporate more hand-made features by working collaboratively with the company.

We build a random forest regression model with all the given features. A random

forest regression model [7] starts from developing regression trees, and the mechanism

of trees can be understood as repeatedly selecting features to split the data until

a further split can no longer add values to the prediction. To be specific, in the

beginning of a tree model, it runs a value test for each feature (attribute) in which

the data is partitioned into two subsets based on a threshold value of the attribute.

Then the feature and its threshold value that have the best performance in terms

of improving predictions are selected as the splitting criteria for the current level.

In classification, predictions are produced by selecting the majority class, while in

regression, prediction results are represented by the mean values of the output variable

in a given subset. This process is repeated at each level, and it stops when the subset

can no longer improve the prediction. In the end, a tree is built with each level

providing a splitting criteria and each leaf (terminal node) providing a prediction

result. Fig. 3-2 shows an example of a regression tree model.

Random forest generalizes the idea of trees and it is an ensemble method. In a

random forest, there are multiple subtrees and each subtree is built by using only a

random portion of the data and a random subset of the attributes. The prediction
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Figure 3-2: Illustrative example of a regression tree

result for a random forest is given by integrating the results of all the individual

trees, such as using the mode (classification) or the mean prediction (regression). By

sampling the training data, the attributes, and pooling the results, random forests

are able to reduce an individual tree's over-fitting to the training set, as well as its

prediction variance.

In the process of building a tree, it also helps reduce over-fitting by applying

pruning methods, meaning to cut down the lower levels of the tree in order to reduce

the model's dependency on training data sets. The degree of pruning is decided

by doing experiments on validation data sets. We can also obtain similar effect in

reducing over-fitting by stopping growing the tree at some point, for example, when

the tree's height is too big, or when the number of nodes in a leaf is too small.

In our problem, we choose to build a random forest model for demand prediction

because it has good interpretability. More importantly, as a tree-based model, it

can deal with categorical variables and numerical variables at the same time. For

models that can only have numerical variables as inputs, we either need to encode

categorical variables into numeric values, or to develop models separately for each

unique combination of the categorical variables. Both methods are consisted of a

large number of parameters and will require a much bigger data set to train a good

model. More discussions on the advantages and disadvantage of a random forest

model are presented in the last section of this chapter.
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3.3 Numerical Results

In the numerical experiments, we begin with splitting the data into two datasets:

training and test. We are provided in the data with the booking history for a year,

about 366 stay dates and their corresponding booking records for all units. After

preprocessing, each date has 1020 rows and each row represents a unique combination

of room class, market segment and booking window. Two thirds of the dates are

randomly sampled for training and the remaining one third is for test, meaning there

are 244 times 1020, in total 248,880 rows for training, and 124,4480 rows for test.

Recall that in our model, the number of bookings for each stay date is assumed

to be independent and takes its own booking records as inputs. Hence, we do not

need to concern about the time sequence in sampling the data by stay dates. In our

experiment, a portion of the training dataset will be used to run cross-validations in

order to decide the hyper-parameters of the random forest model, like the number of

subtrees, the minimum number of observations in a leaf node, etc.

Our random forest models are trained in R with a package called ranger, which

provides a fast implementation as well as tools for variable importance analysis. More

details on the package can be found in [28]. A tree-based model is criticized to be

prone to overfitting when the tree grows too large. In training the model, we address

this issue in two ways: first, for each subtree we limit the number of data points

in a leaf node to be greater than a certain amount; second, we apply a bagging

technique that samples both training data points and input variables to reduce the

prediction variance caused by a single tree and its dominant features. Specifically in

the experiment, we sample with replacement N data points (N is the total number

of observations in the training data) to build a tree and randomly select 4 out of

6 input variables to split at each node. The minimum number of observations in a

terminal node is set as 25. We repeat this tree building process for 100 times in order

to generate 100 trees, which construct a random forest, and all the parameters for

our random forest model are selected by doing cross validation tests.

The prediction results given by the trees in our random forest model have provided
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Table 3.2: Performance metrics

Median Median Mean Mean
Absolute Percentage Absolute Percentage

Error Error Error Error
(MEDAE) (MEDAPE) (MAE) (MAPE)

median (fdi - di| median (| i:-d|J) mean (ld - di|) mean (I di-di

a distribution on the quantity of bookings. The results can be converted into a

probability distribution of demand, and we will see in Chapter 4 that these probability

distribution estimations in fact can be used as inputs for a stochastic optimization

model. Another way to use the results is to calculate the average of the predictions and

use the expected values as the inputs for deterministic models. To show the prediction

accuracy of our model, we take the average of the predictions as our estimation of

demand and round them to integers.

A list of metrics we use to measure the performance is listed in Tab. 3.2. Let

di denote the true quantity of booking, where i stands for a unique combination of

booking window, market segment and room class, and let di denote the prediction

result of the random forest model. Then absolute error is expressed as |di - d l, and

(absolute) percentage error is expressed as j - . The mean and median in the

metric is taken across all the rows in the test data. Generally, percentage error shows

an intuitive measure on the prediction accuracy. In our problem, however, the scale

of demand is small, and even a small absolute error can result in a big percentage

error. For example, when di = 1 and di = 4, the percentage error is 300%. It seems

to be an unacceptable error, but in practice, this would be considered as a good

prediction. Therefore, we use both absolute error and percentage error to measure

model performance, and consider median in addition to mean for median values are

less sensitive to skewed data points than mean values.

We compare four models in the experiments: RF1 and RF2 are trained on the

data with all occupancy levels without removing the dates with occupancy greater

than 98%, while RF3 and RF4 are trained on the data that only has dates with

'In the case where di = 0, we replace the percentage error with its corresponding absolute error
to avoid involving infinite values.
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Table 3.3: Dataset comparison for different models

Zero Fillings Safe Occupancy Rows in Training Rows in Test
RF1 Y N 248,880 124,440
RF2 N N 42,521 20,796
RF3 Y Y 98,940 49,980
RF4 N Y 16,372 8,228

Table 3.4: Prediction results comparison

MEDAE MEDAPE (%) MAE MAPE (%)
RF1 0 0 0.235 10.5
RF2 1 40.0 1.379 59.1
RF3 0 0 0.227 10.2
RF4 1 42.8 1.363 60.5

occupancy less or equal to 98%; RF1 and RF3 are trained on the data with zeros

filling in the missing columns, while RF2 and RF4 are trained on the data with zero

fillings removed. A comparison on the training and test dataset for different models

is listed in Tab. 3.3. The prediction results on are shown in Tab. 3.4.

The results show that the random forest models trained with zero fillings (RF1,

RF3) have very good prediction performance. This is not surprising because these

models have taken advantage of the obvious pattern in the data that there is no

booking under zero room rates. For models trained without zero fillings (RF2, RF4)

, the prediction accuracy decreases, but still in an acceptable range given that the

absolute errors are small. In fact, after preprocessing, there are only 16% of the rows

that do not have zero room rates, which means the majority of bookings are from

the minority of units with regular room classes and popular market segments. This

observation suggests an aggregation of booking units for the purpose of reducing zero

fillings and grouping market segments. As for the comparison on using safe occupancy

levels, there is no significant difference in the prediction results. It can actually be

observed that the hotel property we are given has high traffic: for over 60% of the

days, the occupancy is over 98%, which suggests an adjustment on the safe occupancy

level. Moreover, removing the dates with high occupancy levels might not be a good

idea in this case, since it substantially reduces the available data points in the dataset.
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Figure 3-3: Distribution of prediction errors in all booking windows

Another observation we make is based on the distribution of prediction errors in

different booking windows; see Fig. 3-3. The figure shows the mean absolute error

and the mean percentage error in each booking window for model RF1. We can

see that as the booking window gets smaller, i.e. the window gets closer to the

stay date, predictions are more accurate. The results can be explained in two ways:

first, for the late booking periods, as the number of bookings increases, customers'

booking patterns are more evident and thus can be captured by our forecast model,

while in the beginning periods, the pattern is obscure; second, the aggregation of

booking windows is more detailed for late booking periods, while for early booking

windows, the demand-price relationship is subject to distortions due to asymmetrical

aggregations. The observation suggests a room for improvement for our method of

aggregating demand. In Appendix A, we report more results on the prediction errors

of different models.

To justify our selection of features, we also run some experiments to analyze the

importance of variables in our prediction models. In general, there are two ways

to estimate variable importance in a regression tree (and a random forest as well):

Gini importance and permutation importance. Gini importance for a random forest

measures the average decrease in node impurities over all tree in the forest, and for

regression models, node impurity is calculated based on the variance of responses.

Permutation importance uses a permutation technique conditioning on correlated

features, and it measures the difference in prediction accuracy before and after the
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Figure 3-4: Variable importance analysis for our prediction models

permutation test. Further details explaining these methods can be found in [23] [24].

In the following, we will provide the results of permutation importance for model

RF1 and RF2. In Fig. A-2, we plot out the relative importance of different variables

in percentage. It can be seen that for model RF1, since the training data include

the obvious pattern associated with filling zeros, room rate is the most important

variable for predictions. For model RF2, as we remove the rows with missing prices,

the relative importance of room rate decreases, while room class and market segment

become the most important variables. These variables being important also suggests

that the demand-price relationships in different booking units could be very different.

Furthermore, in both models, day and month factors seem to be less impactive, which

suggests the exploration of other day features. The results for Gini importance are

reported in Appendix A.

3.4 Discussion

We close the chapter with some discussions on the advantages and disadvantages of

using random forest models, or more broadly tree-based models, for demand predic-

tions in general operation management problems.
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First and foremost, the obvious benefit of using random forest models is that they

do not require any specific parametric functional forms, which means they can work

for more general demand patterns. This nonparametric structure has been called as

algorithmic modeling in 18] that discusses the two cultures in statistical modeling.

Compared to traditional data modeling methods which assumes functional forms,

algorithmic modeling methods relax the functional constraints and are thus more

flexible. In the context of predicting demand price relationship, for example, common

techniques would require demand to be a decreasing function of price, whereas for

random forest regression models, such requirements are not necessary. In fact, in some

operation management problems where prices serve as a signal of quality, demand

might even increase with price; see 1151. In these cases, tree-based models or other

nonparametric models can capture the patterns between demand and price effectively.

The flexibility of random forest models is also reflected in their ability in deal-

ing with numerical and categorical variables at the same time. For problems with

underlying patterns that vary with categories, random forest saves the complexity

of building models separately for each category, and they do not require encoding

categorical variables into numerical ones. Take our problem as an example, the rela-

tionship between demand and price in different booking units can be very distinct as

suggested by Fig. A-2. In a random forest model, these variations can be easily and

well captured by the paths from a tree's root node to its terminal nodes. In addition,

random forests are equipped with variable importance metrics, which could provide

critical insights in selecting features and distinguishing important features from the

less impactive ones.

Another benefit we can obtain from random forest models is that they have good

predictability as an ensemble method. As explained previously, a random forest

implements bagging methods both in developing subtrees and in selecting features

to split. This bagging technique helps avoid the over-fitting nature of a single tree

and reduces the variance in prediction results, contributing to a random forest's good

predictability. There also exit some other ensemble methods that might be helpful in

developing a regression model, like boosting, Bayesian averaging, and see 1121 for a
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brief review and the details about these methods.

Last but not least, random forest models are easy to interpret. The structure of

trees is simple and intuitive, where prediction results are produced by checking the

splitting rules at each node; see Fig. 3-2. In a business environment, random forest are

more favorable than other machine learning techniques like neural networks because

it avoids offering a black box. A tree-based model's good interpretability can also

help provide managerial insights.

In terms of disadvantages, firstly, the non-parametric structure of random forest

models results in a more challenging optimization problem, as we will see in the fol-

lowing chapter. Random forest models generate predictions in a one-to-one mapping

manner rather than using parametric functions. Therefore, in our problem, the pric-

ing decisions that appear as an input feature of the random forest have to be modeled

as discrete variables in the optimization formulations, and these formulations tend to

be more difficult to solve.

Another factor that might prevent the use of random forest models is the lack of

data of high quality. As we have shown in the previous modeling steps, it requires

a rich dataset to train a random forest and run cross validation tests to decide the

hyper-parameters in the model. In many practical problems, the data is not managed

in a scientific way and only a small amount of qualified data can be used for building

a machine learning model. (like in our problem, pricing records for days without

bookings are lost.) In these cases, the performance of a nonparametric model will be

very limited.

The last criticism for random forest and other tree-based models is that they

are very likely to be over-fitting to the training dataset. Though techniques like

bagging and pruning can help reduce the effect, they could not solve the problem

essentially. The intrinsic nature of trees and random forests indeed results from its

greedy selection of features while determining the splitting rules. At each node, a

tree always picks the feature to split that gives the best immediate improvement,

while ignoring the gains in future splits. This greedy manner makes the model prone

to over-fittings. In fact, there are some innovative methods on resolving this local
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optimality issue and developing robust, globally optimal trees. See [5j [6] for the

related works.

In the next chapter, we will explain our optimization models for selecting pricing

and capacity allocation decisions that maximize revenue. We will adopt the prediction

model we have developed in this chapter to forecast the number of bookings under

given prices, and then plug the prediction results into optimization models to find

the optimal solutions. More details on the formulations as well as the algorithms are

explained in the following.
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Chapter 4

Decision Optimization

In this chapter, we will discuss the optimization models for the pricing and capacity

allocation decisions of a hotel property. To begin with, we will introduce a simple

finite-stage Markov decision framework as the underlying structure and discuss the

dynamic programming algorithm. Due to the curse of dimensionality, solving dynamic

programming models becomes challenging as we increase the scale of the problem.

So in the next step, we will build a deterministic integer programming model instead

to simplify the formulation. We also show that the integer program can be solved

as an linear program equivalently. In the numerical experiment, we will adopt the

prediction model developed in Chapter 3 to forecast demand under given prices, and

then plug the predictions into our optimization model to find the optimal solutions.

Numerical results are provided to show the significant increase in revenue with opti-

mized decisions. In the last, we will discuss the possibilities of solving our problem

using the approximate dynamic programming approach. We will close the chapter

with some discussions on how to implement different algorithms in practice.

4.1 Markov Decision Framework

A Markov decision process (MDP) is a discrete time stochastic control process, where

at each time step, decision makers choose an action given the current state, and then

randomly move into a new state with a corresponding reward. The probability of such
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a state transition only depends on the current state and the decision maker's action,

and is conditionally independent of all previous states and actions, which satisfies

the Markov property. A Markov decision process is consisted of the following five

components: a finite set of states S, a finite set of actions (controls) A, transition

probabilities Pa(s, s') = Pr(st+i = s'Ist = s, at = a) representing the probability of

moving into state s' at time t + 1 from state s at time t under action a, immediate

rewards Ra(S, s') resulted from the transition from s to s' due to action a, discount

factor -y E [0, 1] which represents the difference between future rewards and present

rewards. The goal in an MDP problem is to find a policy function T(s), a mapping

from states to optimal controls that maximize the expected cumulative rewards over

a potentially infinite horizon:

E{ E y'Ra, (St st+1)}. (4.1)
t=O

To translate the pricing and capacity control problem into an MDP model, we need

to appropriately define its components. We begin with a simple case where there is

only one room class and one market segment. First notice that we only have finite

many stages in our problem, so the discount factor can be set as 1, without raising

any convergence issue. To make it consistent with the booking windows defined

in previous chapters, we reverse the time index here and assume that the decision

window starts from period T and ends with period 0.

We define state Xt as the remaining capacity for the given room class at time period

t, pt as the actions denoting the price (room rate) being charged at time t, and yt the

number of rooms allocated to time t for the given market segment. To have a finite

number of states and controls, xt and yt are assumed to be discrete variables. Also,

xt is from set X = {0, 1, ..., S} and pt is from set P = {P1,P2, ---,PN}- S is defined as

the total room capacity and N is the number of admissible prices. In addition, yt is

further assumed to belong to the set (0, ... , xt}, which means overbooking is excluded

from our considerations.

As for state transitions, we first define dt as the amount of price-constrained
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demand in period t which is a function of pt, and bt the number of rooms finally

observed in period t. Recall that in Fig. 2-3, the final number of bookings in the

system is constrained by the allocation decisions, we thus have bt = min{dt(pt), Yt}

and the state transition:

Xt-i = Xt - bt = xt -min{dt(pt), yt}. (4.2)

Here, demand dt is assumed to be discrete in order to keep consistent with state

transitions and we further assume it to be independent from xt. Given the demand

is stochastic, we can write the transition probability P(xt-Ilxt,pt, yt) as the sum of

two probabilities:

P(xt_ 1 xt,pt, yt) = Pr{dt(pt) Xt - xt_ 1, d(pt) < yt} (43)

+ Pr{dt(pt) > xt - xt_1, dt(pt) > yt},

i.e. when demand is less than the assigned capacity, state transition Xt - xt1 happens

with probability Pr{dt(pt) = Xt - Xti}, and when demand is greater than or equal to

the assigned capacity, state transition xt - xt-I happens with probability Pr{dt(pt) >

it - it-1}-

The reward function for transition it -+ xti in time period t given the actions

pt, yt is defined as Rt, and we have

Rt(xt-I it, pt, yt, dt(pt)) = ptbt = pt(xt+i - xt) (4.4)

where Rt represents the revenue earned in time period t by using pricing decision

pt and allocation decision yt. The objective of our MDP model is to maximize the

expected total revenue over the entire booking horizon, denoted as P (XT), and find

the optimal policy wr* = {, P .. , pr}, where yt* : it -+ {pt, yt} provides the optimal

pricing and capacity control decisions given the remaining capacity at time t. Finally,

we have
T

J*(XT) = E{Z R(xt_11t, pt, y, d(pt))}. (4.5)
t=1
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Notice that at time period 0, the remaining capacity can no longer generate any value,

and the associated revenue is thus omitted from the equation.

By the principle of optimality, we can solve the MDP model using the dynamic

programming (DP) algorithm. Let Jt(xt) denotes the optimal expected revenue to

go at time period t with remaining capacity xt. For an initial room capacity XT, the

optimal revenue J*(XT) is equal to JT(XT), and it can be solved backwards using the

following algorithm:

Jo(xo) = 0, (4.6)

Jt(xt) = max Ed, {ptbt + Jt_1 (xt - bt)}, (4.7)

where

bt = min{dt(pt), yt}, (4.8)

and the expectation is taken with respect to the probability distribution of dt, which

depends on pt. Furthermore, if {p*, y*} = t*(xt) minimizes the right side of Eq. (4.7)

for each xt and t, the policy 7r* = {P*, ... , r} is optimal. A detailed proof on the

optimality can be found in [3].

4.1.1 MDP Simplification

The equations presented above have provided the underlying structure of an MDP

model and the dynamic programming algorithm. In fact, most operations manage-

ment problems can be formulated into an MDP, but the challenge is that the algorithm

has to face the issue caused by the curse of dimensionality as the scale of the problem

grows. This term is coined by Richard E. Bellman in his work [2], and it basically

describes that as the dimensions of the state and decision space increase, the scale

of the problem will grow exponentially fast, so does the memory required to store

the optimal solutions of the subproblems, leading to intractable computations. There

has been substantial work done in order to address the dimensionality issue through

approximate approaches; see [4]. In this thesis, we will mainly focus on resolving the

problem by using deterministic modeling techniques. We will present in the following
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how to formulate the problem using a deterministic optimization model and solve it

in an efficient way. To complete the discussions on MDP, we will also briefly discuss

how to implement approximate methods to approach the problem.

Before moving into the detailed formulations, it is necessary to discuss how the

optimization model is bridged with the prediction model we developed previously, and

what in essence results in the complexity of the dynamic programming algorithm. The

answers to these questions would help us understand the constraints in modifying the

assumptions and give us some inspirations on further simplifying the models.

To connect the optimization models with the prediction model, notice that in our

formulations, the demand variable dt as a function of pt is assumed to be known

beforehand for given candidate prices. This structure separates demand predictions

and decision optimizations into two stages: we can first run the prediction model and

then plug the results into optimizations. But the structure also puts some constraints

on the decision variables. First, the range of prices needs to be predetermined. Sec-

ond, prices have to be from discrete sets. In a random forest model, predictions are

produced in a one-to-one mapping manner instead of being governed by parametric

function forms. Therefore, the connection between prediction and optimization has

restricted us to use integer formulations to model pricing decisions.

To analyze the complexity of solving the dynamic programming model, notice

that in each stage of the algorithm, there are O(JPJ)' prices, O(JXJ) capacity control

decisions and O(JPJ X 2) possible state transitions for a single state. In our case,

|PJ = N and JXJ = S. In total, the computation complexity for comparing different

decisions is 0 ( P S 3). The space scale for storing the expected revenue-to-go values

is O(S) and the space scale for storing the state transition parameters is O(|PI S|2)2.

The complexity so far seems acceptable, but as we extend it to the settings of multi-

ple market segments and multiple room classes, the issue from dimensionality occurs.

Recall we have 12 booking windows, 17 market segments, 5 room classes in our prob-

1 S stands for the number of elements in set S.
2 By our assumption, dt only depends on pt and is independent of xt, so the number of transitions

here is just the product of the number of admissible decisions O(IPHISI) and the number of possible
states in the next stage S.
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lem and decisions are made for each booking unit individually. After augmenting the

state space, the problem would become cumbersome and complicated, not to mention

introducing the additional constraints on room hierarchy and contract-related market

segments.

One simplification is to relax the state transitions to be deterministic, which trans-

lates Eq. (4.7) and Eq. (4.8) into

Jt(xt) ~ max {ptbt + Jt 1 (xt - bt)}, (4.9)
Pt E Byt Gxt

bt = min{dt(pt), yt}, (4.10)

where the probability distribution of dt is replaced by its expected value. For this

deterministic formulation, the number of computations is reduced in the dynamic

programming algorithm, so is the number of parameters to store. But such improve-

ments are indeed modest, and it is still unable to resolve the dimensionality issue.

Moreover, due to the nonlinearity of min and max operators, Eq. (4.9) only provides

approximate solutions to its stochastic counterpart Eq. (4.7).

The analysis above has revealed the initiators to the complexity in a dynamic pro-

gramming algorithm, namely, stochastic state transitions, discrete decision variables

and a state-dependent decision-making structure. Building on these understandings,

we are motivated to resolve the curse of dimensionality accordingly. For approximate

dynamic programming methods, we can implement parametric functions to approxi-

mate the mapping from state to rewards for subproblems. This essentially provides a

relaxation on the state-dependent structure, where storing optimal solutions for sub-

problems is replaced by storing function parameters. As for optimization modeling

techniques, we can relax the stochastic transitions, and thus obtain a deterministic

problem where state-dependent decision-making does not offer further benefits. Ad-

ditionally, capacity control decisions can be relaxed to continuous variables so that

the problem can be solved in an efficient and easy way.

In the next section, we will explain step by step how to model the problem into

a mixed integer program and show its equivalence to a linear program. It is followed
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by a section on numerical experiments where we will compare the optimized decisions

with historical decisions and summarize some insights as well as suggestions for prac-

tical decision-makings. We will explain the approximate methods in the last section

without involving too many mathematical details.

4.2 Mixed Integer Programming

4.2.1 Basic Formulation

We start with the case where there is one room class and one market segment. In the

following, demand variables are assumed to be deterministic and are taken at their

expectations. The remaining capacity, demand and capacity allocation decisions are

assumed to be continuous. Pricing decisions are still assumed to be from a discrete

set so that they are consistent with the our demand prediction model.

Let i be the index for the price set P = {pi, P2, ... , PN}, j be the index for time

periods (booking windows) (1, 2, ... , T}. For decision variables, we denote Iij as the

binary indicator for selecting price pi at time period j, and Ij E {0, 1}; Yi as the

number of rooms allocated to time period j under price pi. Let dij denote the de-

terministic number of bookings under price pi in period j, and r the total number

of rooms. Note that in the model, decision variables (price, capacity allocation) are

denoted in upper cases, and known parameters (demand, room capacity) are denoted

in lower cases.

The optimization model for finding optimal prices and capacity allocations that

maximize the expected total revenue can be formulated as the following. We denote

the model as (Po).

T N

(Po) max Z Z piYi Iij
j= 1 i=1
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T N
s.t. E E Yi lij <_ r

j=1 i=1

0 < Ytj ! dij V i,j
N

hIiy =1 Vj
i=1

Iij E {0, 1} V i, j

The first constraint in (Po) states that the number of rooms allocated under all

prices and to all time periods should not be greater than the total capacity. The

second constraint describes that room allocations should also be under the demand for

each price-time period combination. Recall that demand values under all admissible

prices are given as inputs, so here Yi could be understood as the final number of

bookings we accept into the system, as shown in Fig. 2-3. In the MDP model, this

variable is denoted by bt. The last two constraints show that the price indicator Iii

is a binary variable and only one price can be implemented in each time period for a

given booking unit.

The model can be alternatively understood as allocating capacities to two dimen-

sional cells, each of which is uniquely defined by a price and a time window, without

violating the total capacity constraint and the one price policy. Fig. 4-1 shows an

intuitive explanation for the formulation. Notice that we have assumed by default

that price set P is the same for all time periods. For cases where price ranges are

customized for different booking windows, we only need to change the notation from

Pi Y11 Y12 Y13 Y14

P2 Y21 YO

P3 Y31 The number of rooms allocated to
time period j

P4 Y41 under price pi

Figure 4-1: A table explanation for formulation (PO)
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pi to pij and define P, the discrete price set for period j, separately.

In formulation (PO), there is a nonlinear term YijIij in the objective function.

Given the binary property of variable Ij, we can define:

Zij =Yi Igg, (4.11)

and then reformulate the model into a mixed integer program (MIP) by applying the

decoupling method to variable Zi3 . This new formulation is denoted as (IPO).

T N

(IPo) max 1 1 piZij
j=1 i=1

T N
s.t. ZZEZj r

j=1 i=1

0 < Yyj < dij V i,j
N

iz=1 Vj

Iih E {0, 1} V i,j

0 <Z ij < Yiy V i,j (4.12)

Yi - dij (1 - ijy) < Zij < dij Iij V i, (4.13)

To show problem (Po) is equivalent to problem (IPO), we only need to consider

the following two cases: when Ij = 0, Eq. (4.12) and Eq. (4.13) fix Zij to be 0; and

when Ijy = 1, Eq. (4.12) and Eq. (4.13) fix Zij at Yi2 . Both results are consistent with

the definition Zij = YijIj. Hence, (PO) and (IPO) are equivalent.

In fact, model (IPo) can be further simplified. Notice that the objective function

only involves Zij and in the constraints, Yij does not impact the value selection of

Zij, so model (IPo) can be written equivalently into the following model (IPo):

T N

(IPo) max i Zii
j=1 i=1
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T N

j=1 i=1

O<Zij diIi Vilj
N

>.1 3= 1 Vj
i=1

Ii E{, 1} V i, j

In comparison with the dynamic programming approach given by Eq. (4.7) and

Eq. (4.9), the integer programming model here simplifies the formulation in the fol-

lowing ways: first, demand variables are deterministic, and this saves the calculations

based on transition probabilities; second, demand, total room capacity and capacity

allocation decisions are continuous, and this enables the algorithm to search solutions

in a continuous decision space instead of a discrete one; third, the state-dependent

structure is removed due to the deterministic nature of demand, which motivates us

to explore other efficient methods rather than backward induction to find the optimal

solutions.

Notice that we have only considered one market segment and one room class for

now. As we increase the number of market segments and room classes, the advantage

of our mixed integer formulation would become more significant. In the following,

we will enhance the model to the case where there are multiple market segments and

multiple room classes. We will also incorporate the special constraints on room class

hierarchy and contract-related market segments.

4.2.2 Model Enhancement

We begin with increasing the number of market segments and room classes. In the

enhanced model, we assume there are K market segments and L room classes. Let k

be the index for market segments and I be the index for room classes. Decision vari-

ables are expanded to ijkl, Yiykl and Zikl A IijkYijkh, where subscript ijkl represents

the decision variables for price Pijkl, time period j, market segment k and room class

1. Notice that we change the subscript of prices for a generalization purpose, where

the price ranges could be customized for different room classes, market segments and
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time periods. Let diik, denote the demand values in each booking unit for which the

number of bookings is predicted separately. Let r, denote the capacity of room class

1. The updated formulation is shown as follows:

L K T N

(F1 ) max ( ( E ( PijklYijklIijkl
I=1 k=1 j=1 i=1

K T N

s.t. E E EYijkI-ijkl < ri V 1
k=1 i=1 i=1

0 Yi kl < diji V ij, k, l
N

SIijkl = I V J, k, I

Iijkl E {0, 1} V ijk, l

By using the decoupling technique on Zijkl, we reformulate it into model (IP1 ):

L K T N

(IP 1 ) max E E E E PijklZijkl
1=1 k=1 j=1 i=1

K T N

s.t. Z Z T Zijkl < ri V 1
k=1 J=1 i=1

0 Zikl < dijklIijk V i, j, k, l
N

Iijkl = 1 V j, k, l
i= 1

Iijkl E {0, 1} V i, j, k, 1

We need to incorporate two more special constraints into the model. First, the

room class hierarchy, meaning bookings from a lower room class can be upgraded to

a higher room class, while the converse is not allowed. Without loss of generality, we

assume that 1 = 1 represents the lowest room class and I = L represents the highest

one. Second, contract-related market segments, for which the prices are predeter-

mined and not subject to changes. We use KO to denote the index for these special

market segments, and subscript Ojkl to denote the fixed prices of room class I at time

j for market segment k E KO. The demands in market segment ko are called contract-
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related demand. For other market segments, their demands are called price-affected

demand. Now- we formulate the enhanced model in complete as the following and

denote the model as (EIP):

L K T N

(EIP) max E EZZ P Pjkijk
1=1 k=1 j=1 i=1

L K T N L

SAt. E E 1: E Zzjkl <: E ri V c =,..,L
1=c k=1 j=1i=1 1=C

0 Zijkl dijkiIijk V i, j, k, l
N

Iijkl = 1 V j, k, l

Iijkl E {0, 1} V ij, k, 1

di jk = 0 V i# 0, k e Ko

or IijkI = 0 Vi# O, kEKo

We can see in model (EIP), the first set of constraints describe the total capacity

constraints for different classes with a room hierarchy. It shows a nested structure

where room class c, c E {1, ..., L}, shares the capacities of room classes c to L, and

room class L, as the highest room class, can only use its own capacity. The second

set of constraints result from the decoupling technique as we previously explained,

and similarly, we have the integer constraints for Iijkl as in (P) and (IP1 ). The last

two constraints present the difference between price-affected demand and contract-

related demand. For special market segments, k E KO, if the price is not fixed at

the predetermined price POjik, the demand is set to zero. To describe it alternatively,

Iikl should equal to zero for price index i # 0. In our problem, we will adopt the

former description since it is much easier to implement: we only need to change the

right-hand side parameters, i.e. the results from the demand prediction step, while

the latter one introduces additional constraints to the optimization model.
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4.2.3 Equivalence to a linear program

We now have models (1P1), (EIP) formulated with binary integers Iijkl E {0, 1}.

Though integer programming is well-known as NP-hard, it is still solvable when the

scale of the problem is not too large. Another typical method to approach our integer

programs is to relax the binary integer constraints to linear constraints 0 < Ijkl < 1,

and then find appropriate ways to approximate the true solutions. In fact, in our

model, this approximation method provides us with a much stronger result that by

relaxing the integer constraints to linear constraints, we are able to find the exact

optimal solutions.

We denote model (EIP)'s linear relaxation model as (ELP), and we use JIP

to denote the optimal objective value for the integer formulation. I'P, YIP, Z'P

are the optimal solutions in the compact vector form. JLP iLP yLP ZLP are the

counterparts in the linear formulation. The result is illustrated in Theorem 1.

Theorem 1. The optimal value for problem (ELP), JLP, is equal to the optimal value

for problem (EIP), JIP. Furthermore, if the optimal pricing decisions for either the

linear formulation (EIP) or the integer formulation (EIP), denoted as ILP and 1IP

are unique, then the optimal solutions for (ELP) and (EIP) are the same.

Proof. Due to the strictness on constraints, we first have JIP < JLP. For both

models, at the optimality, we denote the optimal price indexes by the set

{i i* = arg max Pijk1Ziik, Vj, k,l}.

In the linear model, if ILP 1 for all i*, the solution is also feasible for the

integer program, and we thus have JIP > JLP, which implies JLP = jIP. If there

exists Ijk 1, it implies that the pricing decisions are not unique. In this case,

we can always increase ILP up to 1 without decreasing the value of the objective

function, and the remaining argument is the same as the case where Ijkie = 1.

When the optimal pricing decisions are unique, ILP - 1 , = 1 for all i*.

Otherwise, we can always increase Ik/kl up to 1 and strictly increase the value of the
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objective functions, which is in contradiction with the definition of optimality.

The proof of Theorem 1 can be intuitive if explained by Fig. 4-1, where we describe

the process of solving problem as allocating room capacities to two-dimensional cells

in the table established by price sets and the booking windows. For optimal solutions,

each column that represents a booking window should have its best pick of price i*

that can generate the highest revenue, and we would like to allocate as many rooms as

possible to that cell. If the optimal solution is unique, we thus should have I'jkl = 1.

Similar argument would apply when we extend the table in Fig. 4-1 to four dimensions

with price index i, time window j, market segment k and room class 1.

4.3 Numerical Results

In this section, we will present our numerical results with different formulations.

The numerical experiment for finding the optimal pricing and capacity allocation

decisions that maximize revenue includes two steps: in the first step, we implement

the prediction model we develop in Chapter 3 to forecast the demand of each booking

unit for each admissible price from the given set Pkl; in the second step, we plug the

prediction results into our optimization model and find the optimal solutions.

Specifically in our experiment, we select Pkt, the pricing range for each booking

unit {j, k, l}, in the following manner: assume the historical price for a booking unit

is 5, then its corresponding pricing range is given by {p - 50, p - 40, ... , , P +

10, p + 20, ... , p + 50}, an evenly-spaced sequence ranged from p - 50 to p + 50

with an increment of 10. In this way, we are able to customize the price range

for each unit. Moreover, we can make a fair comparison between optimized prices

and historical prices. For demand predictions, we use RF1 as our demand forecast

model because it has kept all the booking units. Notice the pricing range generates

11 admissible prices for each booking unit. Given we have 1020 booking units (5

room classes, 17 market segments, 12 booking windows), there are 22,440 decision

variables (2 types of variables both with 4 dimensions) in the optimization model.

We solve the optimization models (EIP) and (I 1 ) by both the MATLAB built-in
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JOPt JEp[pPt; RF: d(pOPt)] Customized price Prediction results for
ranges Piki all prices in Pjik

Jopt-rf JEIp[pht; RF: d(phst)] Historical prices Predicaion resultsfor

JopthAs JE[puSt; dlst] Historical prices Historical demand

JIls NA Historical prices NA

Figure 4-2: List of revenue metrics

optimization package and JuMP (Julia for Mathematical Optimization), which is an

optimization package developed based on Julia. The latter has provided much faster

implementations and more accurate results.

In the first part, we will introduce our metrics and show the results on revenue

comparisons. Based on the differences from price ranges, predictions and optimiza-

tions, we have defined four revenue metrics, as listed in Fig. 4-2. The first value JP'

represents the optimal revenue we obtain by plugging in the prediction results under

all prices from Pkl and then finding the optimal decisions with model (EIP). The

second revenue JOP-'f differs from the first one by the price range. It represents

the revenue that uses historical prices but optimized capacity allocation decisions

produced by model (EIP) where the inputs are the prediction results for historical

prices. The third value JoPthist is different from the first two since it does not use any

forecast results. We simply plugs into (EIP) the historical demand and prices, and

then the model returns the corresponding optimal capacity allocations as well as the

revenue. For the last one Jhist, there is no optimization and prediction implemented.

The value just sums up the products of historical prices and historical demand in

all booking units. A more intuitive comparison is shown in Fig. 4-3. It can be seen

that all four metrics provide meaningful comparisons for prediction models, optimized

prices and optimized capacity controls.

In Fig. 4-4, we plot out the relative revenue increases generated by the four met-

rics. Notice that the occupancy levels could be greater than 1 in some cases as we
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Capacity Demand
Allocation Prediction

Optimization

fopt = JEIP [poPt; RF: d(poPt)]

Jopt-rf = jEIP [phist; RF: d(phist)]

jopt-hist = JEIP [phist hi ist

jhist 
L -N

Figure 4-3: Comparison of different revenue metrics

mentioned in Chapter 1, so we display in subplot (a) the results for all occupancy

levels, and in subplot (b) the results for occupancy levels not greater than 1. Firstly,

in both subplots, we can observe that our optimal decisions can significantly increase

the earnings by above 10% compared to the historical decisions (JPt vs. Jhist). Af-

ter we remove the dates with occupancy greater than 1 from the test data set, we

can achieve an increase in revenue around 14.5%. Given that overbooking is not

considered in our decision model, subplot (b) makes a fairer comparison. Next, by

comparing Jhist and JOpt-hist, we can see that optimized capacity allocations do not

contribute much to the revenue increase under historical prices, while the optimiza-

tion in prices makes more impacts. It implies that the hotel property has carried out

fairly good capacity controls, but not as good pricing decisions, which is largely due to

its imprecise predictions of the price-sensitive demand. This observation also justifies

the key role of a precise demand forecast model in a revenue management problem.

Another informative comparison comes from JOplPred against JoPt-hist. These two

metrics are different by whether or not our demand prediction model is implemented.

The slight difference between them verifies that our predictions are very close to the

true demand under historical prices. In addition, Jopl-pted being greater also im-

plies that our prediction device RF1 tends to over-predict demand. Lastly, Jopt and

joPt-pred provides a fair revenue comparison since they are measured within the same

prediction and optimization system. It shows that the optimized pricing decisions
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Jopt t jopt t
10.6% 11.0%

joptpred 12.8% fopt-pred 14.S%
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jopt.hist I Ip-hs
f tI

0% 0%

jhist I

(a) Revenue comparisons for (b) Revenue comparisons for
all occupancy levels occupancy levels within 1

Figure 4-4: Revenue comparisons

we provide can increase the revenue by around 10%, which could be considered as a

significant result.

One criticism for the results is that though demand can be predicted accurately

under historical prices, yet the accuracy might not apply to other prices. In fact, given

the true demand values under other prices are not observed, it is impossible to measure

the corresponding prediction accuracy. We can somehow justify our prediction results

by arguing that the model is trained with various price ranges, and hence it should

have as good performances for different prices other than the historical ones.

For the second part, we will present our optimal solutions and discuss some pricing

suggestions we can make to the hotel property. Given that there are 1, 020 booking

units, visualizing the solutions in all the booking units would be a challenging task.

We instead calculate some statistics on the results that could provide us with some

intuitive observations. First, Fig. 4-5 shows the distribution of average price changes

in each booking window. A price change corresponds to the pricing decision selected

optimally from the set Pikl of each unit {jkl}, and in the plot, the x-axis describes

the booking window, while the y-axis displays the average price changes across all

the market segments and room classes. It can be observed that, for all the booking

windows, the optimal decisions suggest a price increase on average. Moreover, as
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Figure 4-5: Distribution of the average price change in each booking window

the booking window gets smaller, this average price increase becomes larger. This

observation implies that customers who arrive during the late booking windows tend

to be less price-sensitive, which makes intuitive sense. It also supports our discussion

in Chapter 1 that revenue could be improved by raising the prices for late bookings.

It is interesting to see that at optimality, significant price increases are preferred in

all booking windows. The same observation can also be made from Fig. 4-6 where the

average values of the optimal decisions Ilysk are displayed for each price in Pjkl. Given

that Iijkl is a binary indicator, its mean value can be understood as the probability

of it being 1. Thus we can read from the figure that l'skl picks the highest possible

price 90% of the time, i.e. for 90% of all the booking units. The second most frequent

pricing decision is to keep the price same as before. Since we have contract-related

market segments in our decision model, the frequency for selecting 0 from PikI is

reasonable. For the former case, however, it seems our demand prediction model has

overestimated a customer's willingness to pay, and it leads to an overconfident pricing

strategy that picks the highest possible price most of the time.

The observations based on optimal pricing decisions point out some deficiencies of

our demand forecast model: first, no competitor's price is considered in our forecast,

and thus the predicted demand is less sensitive to price surges; second, the prediction

of price-sensitive demand ignores the limits from unconstrained arrival rates, which

might result in the case that demand after price adjustment surpasses the uncon-
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Figure 4-6: Distribution of pricing decisions

strained demand by a large amount. On the other hand, we should also notice that

the optimal solution to our decision optimization model is not unique. For example,

for units with zero bookings, their admissible price set is consisted of a bunch of zeros,

which makes no difference in the pricing decisions. From this point, the distribution

shown in Fig. 4-6 is just for one possible solution and it does not discount the pre-

dictability of our prediction model. Regardlessly, the comments have provided some

meaningful suggestions on improving our demand forecast .

In the next part, we present some interesting findings based on the remaining

capacities. Fig. 4-7 shows the distribution of revenue improvements against the his-

torical capacity leftovers. Here, capacity leftover is defined as the number remaining

rooms (including all classes) of the hotel property after all the bookings are made. We

can see that due to the high traffic, in most of the days the hotel is highly occupied,

and our solutions are able to increase the revenue for almost every day. Moreover,

there seems to exist a linear relationship between capacity leftover and revenue im-

provement: as capacity leftover increases, the revenue improvement also increases.

A possible explanation would be that the demand for low-traffic days are less price

sensitive, yet it requires more tests to validate the statement. We also show in Fig. 4-

8 a comparison of capacity leftovers between historical decisions and our optimized

decisions. The dots in the figure above the dashed line represent the days that our

decisions result in less bookings while the dots below the line represent the opposite.

It can be seen that our decisions have lead to more bookings in most cases, and this
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raises the discussions again on our demand forecast models.

In the last, we make a comparison between decisions that applies room upgrade

policies and not. The result is shown in Fig. 4-9. The x-axis in the figure displays

the room class and the y-axis describes the average capacity leftover. The negative

leftover from room class 1, the lowest class, shows the fact that bookings in the class

have been upgraded to higher classes. We can observe that the policy indeed has

a significant effect on improving the flexibility of capacity controls. We also find

through calculations that with a upgrade policy, the revenue increases by 32% on

average with the optimal decisions, and the average occupancy increases by 46%.

For a summary of our numerical results: we first propose four metrics to measure
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Figure 4-9: Comparison on capacity leftovers of all room classes

revenue increase and show that our optimized decisions can provide significant im-

provements; then we present our solutions for the optimal decisions, based on which

we make some intuitive observations and discuss some potential revisions on the de-

mand forecast model; next, we discuss some interesting findings on capacity leftovers

and raise some questions on the property of demand; last, we compare the optimal re-

sults with and without an upgrade policy, which shows the policy's effect in boosting

revenue as well as in providing the flexibility of capacity controls.

The numerical results have presented that integer programming models, as deter-

ministic continuous approximations of the Markov decision framework, can provide

us with fast implementations as well as satisfying results. In the next section, we will

return to the previous discussion on modeling techniques that could resolve the curse

of dimensionality in solving Markov decision models. We will briefly discuss solving

the problem with approximate dynamic programming. Related theories and detailed

explanations on the method can be found in [4].

4.4 Approximate Dynamic Programming

Approximate dynamic programming (ADP) is a specific approach that has been pro-

posed to address the curse of dimensionality issue in a Markov decision framework.

Recall that in the previous discussions, we make the observation that the difficulty
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of implementing the dynamic programming algorithm is indeed caused by its state-

dependent structure: in a stochastic problem, it is necessary to calculate the expecta-

tion of rewards based on state transition probabilities and store all the revenue-to-go

functions J(x). Therefore, a explosion in scale happens as the dimension of state

increases.

The key idea of ADP is to approximate J(x) with parametric functions so that

the algorithm only needs to store parameters rather than the revenue-to-go values

of each state, and this idea has effectively solved the issues caused by intractable

computations. From this perspective, as the performance of an approximate function

heavily relies on its explanatory variables, the success of an approximate method also

crucially depends on its selection of features, or the basis functions. In a resource allo-

cation problem, some experience in selecting representative features and constructing

approximation functions can be found in the paper [11 and [13]. More discussions on

the approximation method would be out of the scope of this thesis, and we leave the

topic as a potential research direction we would work on in the future.

4.5 Implementation

We close this chapter with discussions on how to implement our optimization models

in practice. Based on the process of solving the integer programming model, we can

find that our method is actually an off-line open-loop method: demand predictions

are made beforehand and optimal solutions are provided in one shot. This method

would work for a deterministic setting. However, in practice, it is necessary to modify

predictions as the situation changes, and adjust decisions according to the evolution

of system states, keeping the prediction-optimization framework up to date.

In our problem, the system could be made practically in two ways. The first is to

update the room capacity parameters in the total capacity constraints. Specifically,

at time window t, we can plug in the remaining capacities for each room class at

time t, and re-solve the optimization model with t periods. This process in essence

incorporates system state evolutions into the decision-making process and produces
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a closed-loop control policy. The other way is to update the demand forecast model

regularly to get improved prediction results. As we continuously apply our optimized

decisions, more booking data can be gathered along the way. These new booking

records can be absorbed into the training dataset to refine our demand forecast model

and to make it work adaptively. We can also apply boosting methods to distinguish

data samples by putting different weights on them so that the demand forecast model

can be improved iteratively.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Research

Our work in the thesis has shown the process of building a random forest model to

predict the demand of a hotel property and how these prediction results can help the

hotel to make better pricing and capacity allocation decisions. We consider our work

as a good example on how machine learning techniques can be applied to operations

management problems, which has contributed to the study of pricing and capacity

control problems both in the literature and in practice.

To review our main results, firstly, for demand predictions, we have developed

four random forest models with different training datasets and compared their pre-

diction performances. It has been shown by the numerical results that our best model

can achieve a mean percentage error around 10% by taking advantage of the obvious

booking pattern resulted from filling zeros into the missing units. Specifically, during

the process of building our models, we first discussed some important questions on the

level of demand aggregation, the estimation of lost sales and feature selections, which

all play important roles in building a demand prediction model. We then showed the

numerical results on prediction accuracy and analyzed the distribution of prediction

errors in each booking window. We have made the observation that predictions in

the early periods are less accurate, which suggests an obscure pattern of the early

bookings. In the last, we drew some insights from the variable importance analy-

sis, which suggest further improvements in predictions by clustering similar booking

units. We closed the topic on demand prediction with discussions on the advantages
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and disadvantages of random forest models, where we have explained the flexibility,

predictability and interpretability of a random forest as well as its overfiiting nature.

As for decision optimizations, we implemented our integer optimization model in

the numerical experiments and have shown that our optimized decisions can provide

a increase in revenue around 14.5% for a specific hotel property. To be specific, in

formulating our optimization model, we first introduced a Markov decision framework

and discussed its issue on the curse of dimensionality. Then, we explained our integer

formulations by assuming deterministic demand values, and proved its equivalence to

the linear relaxation program. Moreover, we enhanced the model to the case with

multiple market segments and multiple room classes, and special constraints on room

hierarchy and fixed prices. Next in the analysis of numerical results, we employed

four revenue metrics to compare the revenue on different levels. The comparisons

have shown the important role of our demand prediction model as well as the effect

our optimized decisions. Our analysis on the optimal solutions also revealed some

important properties of demand, such as late demand being less price-sensitive, which

have provided meaningful insights for decision makers in practice. In addition, we

compared the optimal results with and without an upgrade policy, and showed the

policy's effect in adding flexibilities to capacity controls. We closed the topic with

discussions on approximate dynamic programming methods and how to make our

prediction-optimization system practically.

For future work, one interesting direction is to consider the interdependence of

demand in different booking units. Given the setting, it is necessary to incorporate

the prices from similar units into a demand forest model. This not only motivates

the idea of clustering booking units, but also results in a much more complex decision

optimization model, which makes it a challenging but meaningful problem. Another

direction worth exploring is to implement approximate methods to estimate the value

functions in the Markov decision framework. As we discussed earlier, there has been

some work done on applying approximate dynamic programming to solve network

resource allocation problems, and it would be interesting to see if the results could

be extended to the case with pricing decisions.
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Appendix A

Demand Prediction

Distribution of Mean Percentage Error
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Figure A-1: Distribution of mean percentage errors in
each booking window for model RF2
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Figure A-2: Gini variable importance analysis for our prediction models
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